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1. Introduction.
Let Si be a separable, complex Hilbert space and let £{M) be the algebra
of all bounded linear operators on Si. For a linear manifold
<J
in £(Si), a
form on J. is a linear functional on J.. For x, y^Si, x(g)y denotes the form
on £{Si) defined by x<g>y(S)=(Sx, y), for any S<=£(Si) (cf.[2]). An elementary
form on a linear manifold J.in £{Si) is the restriction x(g>y＼Jlto
<J
for x, y^.
SC (cf. [13]). It is well-known that there are several Hausdroff locally convex
topologies on £{Si) (cf. [9]). In particular, a dual algebra is a subalgebra of
£{SC) that contains the identity operator I$i and is closed in the weak*-topology
on £(Si). The theory of dual algebra is closely related to the study of simul-
taneous equations of weak*-continuous elementary forms (cf. [1], [3], [7], and
[10]). Recently several functional analysists have been studied systems of
simultaneous equations of weak*-continuous elementary forms on a singly gen-
erated dual algebra (cf. [5]). This study has been applied to invariant sub-
spaces, dilation theory, and reflexivity for contraction operators (cf. [5]). In
particular,Bercovici-Foias-Pearcy (cf.[4]) obtained several dilation theorems of
contraction operators. As a sequel study, Jung-Jo (cf. [12]) studied universal
dilation theorems of a contraction operator with some properties. Moreover,
M. Marsalli (cf. [13]) studied the dilation theory of general dual algebras with
applications to the reflexivity.
This paper is a sequel study of those in [13]. In section 2, we introduce
properties (rm,n) which are concerned with the system of simultaneous equations
of vector forms and obtain some related fundamental structure theorems. In
section 3, we obtain some new dilation theorems of operator algebras with
properties (r,,,,),which are applied to singly generated dual algebras. In sec-
tion 4, we characterize properties(Tun) to dilationsof operator algebras. Finally,
in section 5, using these results, we obtain a dilation theorem of a contraction
operator in the class AltJlwhich will be defined below and appeared frequently
in the theorv of dual algebras.
* The firstauthor was partially supported by a Post-Doctoral Fellowship by KOSEF, 1991.
** The second author was partially supported by TGRC-KOSEF, 1991.
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2. Simultaneous equations of vector forms.
Throughout this paper J. denotes a unital subalgebra of X{M) (note that
the closedness of J. Is not considered). N denotes the set of natural numbers
and C the complex plane. We write Lat Jl for the set of all invariant sub-
spaces for any operators in J.. Without confusion, a subspace of a Hilbert
space means a norm-closed subspace. For x<E:M, [jIx] denotes the subspace
of M generated by a set Ji=MxMgJ}. We write
(2.1) JLW={AW = AR ■■■RA＼At=J.)
(n)
which is called the n-th ampliation of J.. A subspace £ of M is said to be
semi-invariant for J, if PXAPXBPX = PXABPX, for any A, B(Ej., where Px is
the orthogonal projection onto £. Note that a subspace JT of 3t is semi-
invariant for J. if and only if there exist subspaces 31 and 51 in LatJZ such
that ma 31 and j: = 3iQm (i.e. 3ir＼Jlx). Let <i and .0 be subalgebras of
£{M). Then J, is said to be a dilationof ig (and .c is a compression of jZ) if
there exists a semi-invariant subspace £ of J/" for J. such that PXJ.PX (=
{PXAPX '･AgJ})=5, where Pf is the orthogonal projection from M onto X.
If T^.£{M) and £dM is a semi-invariant subspace for |T}, we write Tx for
the compression of {T} to JT.
If there is no confusion, throughout this paper the topology r is one of the
following topologies; weak operator topology, operator-normed topology, strong
operator topology, weak*-topology (or equivalently, ultra-weak operator topology),
or ultra-strong operator topology on £{M). In particular, we write (o for the
weak operator topology and <o* for the weak*-topology on £{M).
The following definitionshould be compared with [5, Definition 2.011.
Definition 2.1. Suppose m and n.are any cardinal numbers with l^m, n
^>5n- A subalgebra J. of £{M) has property (rm,n) if for any system
Wcsk≫.,osk≫ of r-continuous forms on J, there exist {X|}os;i<mand {yj}Osj<n
in ^ such that for 0^i<m, 0<Lj<n, 6n=xi<^yi on JL.
We recall from [5, Definition 2.01] that a dual algebra J. has property
(Am,n) if it has property (ft>*,re)-Recall from [5, Definition 9.13] that a dual
algebra J. has property (2?m,n) if it has property (<wm>n).
The following statements come from some fundamental theorems in the
theory of dual algebras.
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Proposition 2.2. Suppose JL is a subalgebra of X'(JC).
(a) Assume that the adjoint operation 0(A)=A* from Jl onto Jl*(= {A*＼A<=
Jl})is continuous under the given topology r in X{3(). Suppose m and n are any
cardinal numbers such that l^m, n^Ho- Then J. has property (rm,n) if and only
if Jl* has property (rn,m).
(b) // 3i is a r-closed subalgebra with property (rm,J for some cardinal
numbers m and n with l^m, n^^0 and Jl is a r-closed subalgebra of JA.,then
cJlhas property (rm,n).
(c) // J. has property (rlpi),then an ampliation Jiw has property (tU!1)for
any cardinal number n with l^n^^0.
(d) // Jl has property (Tun) for some cardinal number n with l^n^^0, then
Jlin) has property (rn,n).
(e) // Jl has property (tu1), then J＼Uli)has property {vn<n) for any cardinal
number n with l^n^Ho-
Proof, (a) Let {<£≫}osi<m.osxn^e a system of r-continuous forms on Jl*.
Set ipij―^j^^, Q^i<m, O^j<n, where ^ji{A)=^ji{A) for Ace J*. Theiup i;-is a
r-continuous form on J＼,so that there exist sequences {Xi＼0Si<m and {yj os,j<n
in JC such that (pij―x^yj. Moreover, it is easy to show that $ji= yj<8>xi} on
JL*, 0^/<n, O^i<m.
(b) Let {<f>ij}o-si&m,o&j<nbe a system of r-continuous forms on 71. Since <J
is a locally convex space under the given topology r, by [6, Proposition 14.13],
there exists a system {<pa} 0£i<m,o&j<n of r-continuous forms on JH such that
(pij＼Vl-=<j>ij,Q^i<m, 0^/<n. Hence there exist x*, y^M, 0^i<m, 0<.j<n
such that (pij=Xi(£>yj on JK. So it follows trivially that d>ij=xi^)yj on 32.
(c) Let {0t}osi<n be a system of r-continuous forms on <J(n). Define ^(^4)
= ^i(J4cn)), for A&JL, 0£i<n. In fact, it is not difficult to show that A->Aln}
is a r-continuous linear map from JL onto J.in). Hence <pt is a r-continuous
form on J.. So there exist sequences {Xi＼0<i<n and {yi}0<a<n in jtf such that
<pi= xi^>yi on J. Now we set
(2.2a)
and
(2.2b)
X ―
(*o, xi,
■■
Cra)
)
(n)
Then it Is easy to show that <f>i= xRyi on J.(n), 0<^i<n.
(d) Let {<j>ij}0&i.j<nbe a system of r-continuous forms on J.{n). Define
<piJ(A)―^ij{Al-n)) for A<=Jl, Q<Li, j<n. Then 6^ is a r-continuous form on J..
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By hypothesis,for fixedi with Qs'z<n, thereexistx^Si and {yij}Osj<nin M
such that 4)a―xiRyn- Now we set
(2.3a)
and
(3.1)
(n)
xt=(6, -To, *<, o,^o
(TO
0<i<n
n
.1 =
(2.3b) 5>j=(yoj,yu, ■■■),O£j<n.
Then it is easy to show that 0ij=Xi(£)yjon J.W, Q<Li,j<n.
(e) Since (JL(n))(n)is identified with Jl(n2),by (c) and (d) this statement is
proved.
3. Properties (rm n) and dilation theorems.
Suppose meiV. For a set {Xi)f=
subspace containing ＼J?=l{AXi＼A<=J{}
in JC, we denote [JlXi^f^ by the smallest
i.e..
TJlx^i^iETLiAiXilAi^Jl} .
Lemma 3.1. Let xi} y^M, itkiULm, l^j^n, m, tkeN and let P denote the
orthogonal projection onto [J^j]r=i 0 {＼_J.xi']f=l0 [J.*yj~]rj=i). Then we have
(a) PM is semi-invariant for Jl,
(b) (PAPu, v)―{APu, v)=(Au, v), where Ae^Jl, u^iJlxi~]f=l, v^[Jl*yj]
(c) PAPxt = PAXi for A(E,J, i ―l, ･･■,m,
(d) if (PAPxu v)=Q for A(EJl, v^PM, i=l, ･■･,m, then y=0, and
(e) {HiliPAiPxilAi^Jl} is dense in PM.
Proof, (a) It is obvious that
(3.2) PM = [_Jlxi-]UO([_Jlxi-]?=lOlJl*yj]nj=l)
is semi-invariant for JL.
(b) In the pioof of [13, Lemma 9], let us change [Jx] to iJ-x^f^, ＼_J.*y~]
to ＼jJ-*yjYj=＼,x to Xi, lr^zfSm, and y to yjf lf^j^n. And if we follow the
same way with [13, Lemma 9], we can prove (b).
(c) and (d). The proofs can be found in that of [13, Lemma 9(c)].
(e) Let v^PJC. Then u=y1cy8 for vl^[PJlPxi']T=1 and v2^{＼_PJlPxi']r^lY.
By (d) we have v<=[PJLPxt~]t*. Hence PMa[PJlPxt~＼Y=l. So (3.1) proves (e).
We denote JC a separable, complex Hilbert space and & a unital subalgebra
of £(X). For a (bounded) linear operator X, £D(X) will denote the domain of
X and 3l(X) the range of X.
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Theorem 3.2. Assume that a unital subalgebra JL(ZX(J() has property (rm,n)
where m, n<=N. Let $ be a unital subalgebra of £{<K). Suppose that 0 : (Jl, t)
-^{3$, <o)is a continuous, surjective, homomorphism. Then for any sets {Ui＼iiiim
and {Vj＼isjinin Ji, there exist 3A, 7ieLat<J with JldJM and a closed, injective
linear transformation X: 2)(X)―>3lQJl such that
(a) the linear manifold 3){X) is dense in [.0ttf]?L1c(.0M1]iL1c[.0*i;J]?=1),
(b) 3L{X) is dense in MQm,
(c) PAPXz = XQ0(A)Qz, for AtEJl, z<=Q(X), where P is the orthogonal
projection onto MQ71 and Q is the orthogonal projection onto ＼_3}ut~＼T=lQ{＼_<BUi~]T=i
c[■0*^]"=i), and
(d) {vj}nj=1(Z<R.(X*).
Proof. The firstidea of the proof comes from [4, Theorem 3.4]. If we
define
(3.3) 6ij(A)=(0(A)uu Vj), for A^Jl, l£i£m, l^j£n,
T 0)
then (f>ijis a r-continuous form on J.. (Indeed, Aa-^A implies that @(Aa)―>0(A).
Hence (@(Aa)Ui, Vj)^{0(A)uu vf),l<Li<Lm, l£j^n). Since J. has property (rm,n),
there exist {^j}1SjSm and {yj}iijin in M such that
(3.4) MA)=:(Axt, yi) for A^Ji.
Let Jd=[JLXi]?=1 and m=[Jlxt]yLiO[Jl*yj']'}=i. Then by Lemma 3.1(a) we
obtain two orthogonal projections P and Q such that PM―MQ71 is semi-in-
variant for J. and
(3.5) q jc=[.suf]r=1 e ([^Mjr=i e i^v^u)
is semi-invariant for .S. Let us consider the correspondence
(3.6) Xo: 2f=i (^^(^JQwi ―> Sf=i ^i^i
for any At^Jl, l^i^m. We shall show that Xo is well-defined, one to one,
linear transformation. Let A^J., l^i^m, and let
(3.7) Sim=i00G4i)<?K<=O.
For any 5,e^, l^;^n, by Lemma 3.1(b) we have
(3.8)
e., SJLxSS-iCtfW^Qu,, v,)=0
Since 0 is surjectivehomomorphism, thisis equivalentto that for any S^Jl
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i.e., sr=iSy-i≪?>(SA)Qwo yj)=o.
i.e., SltiS^iC^lS^jM,;, v,)=0 by Lemma 3.1(b)
i.e., S.tiS^ilS^^, ^)=0 by (3.3)and (3.4),
i.e., S£iS"-i(SAP;ci, ^,)=0, by Lemma 3.1(b),
i.e., (SyLiAiPxu S?=1Stv,)=O.
This means that ^]t=xPAiPxi=Q. Thus Xo is well-defined, one-to-one, linear
transformation.
We now show Xo is closable and its closure X is injective. To do so, it
siiffirpstc＼show 1-hnf-if
(3.10a)
and
(3.10b)
H7=＼Q0{A[k>)Qut ―> M'(^oc)
HTJiPA^Pxt ―> x'(k->oo)
then we have u'―Q if and only if x'=0. To show this,a similar method with
the above proof is used. So we schetch only the proof. Indeed, m'= 0 if and
only if for any S,-e<JLlsg/fSn,
(3.11) (W, S?=i0(S,)*y,)=O,
i.e., limCS *!QO{A＼k')Qut, S"=x 0(S,)*v,-)=O
i.e., HmCSrJi/M^PXi, S"=iS>*3'>)=0,
i.e., (*', S?-iS^)=O.
This is equivalent to x'=0. Therefore Xo is closable and its closure X is
one-to-one. Furthermore, it follows from Lemma 3.1(e) that 3){X0) is dense in
QJC. Hence 3){X) is dense in Q,Ji. Since
(3.12) 3l(X0)= {HZiPAiPxilAi^Jl, l^iSM
is dense in 3tQ7l, by Lemma 3.1(e) Si{X) is dense in JUQm. For A, StGJ,
l<?i<^m, we have
(3.13) =^o(sr=1g<p(/is4)gMi)
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=XOQ0(A)QC2?=1 Q0(Si)Qui).
This proves that
(3.14) PAPXoz=XoQ0(A)Qz for A(EJI and z(E3){Xa).
To show (c), we now suppose z^3){X). Then there exists a sequence {zn}n**i
in g(X0) such that zn-'Z and Xzn-*Xz. Let ^geJ. Then Q@(A)Qzn^Q0(A)Qz
and P.4PX^n -^ PAPXz. Since W^c*), by (3.14) we have PAPXzn =
PAPXozn = XoQ0(A)Qzn. Because {Q0(A)Qzn}"=1 C &(Xo), we have that
Q0(A)Qzn^Q0(A)Qz and XQ0(A)Qzn-*PAPXz. Since A" is closed, 0(A)Q^e
iZ)(X)and XQ0(A)Qz=PAPXz.
Finally, we show (d). To do so, it suffices to show that for any A^J.,
(3.15) {XOlT^Q0{Ai)Qul), y})=(^?=iQ0(Ai)Quu Vj).
But by Lemma 3.1(b),we have
(X&&1Q0(Ai)Qui), yj^&r^PAiPxt, yj)
(3.16) =(sr=i^^i, yj)
=(^T=i0(Ai)uh vj) by (3.3) and (3.4)
=('Er=1Q0(Ai)Qui, Vj).
Hence the proof is complete.
Recall that a set {et}isan of vectors in a Hilbert space Ji is an n-cyclicset
for an operator A in jC{Ji) if JC is the smallest invariant subspace for A
containing {ei}liis:n.For T^X{Ji), (J.T, t) denotes a unital r-closed subalgebra
of X(J() generated by T under the given topology r.
The following is a generalization of [11, Theorem 2.1] which was the
main tool of the work [11]. Indeed, if r is a weak*-topology on X(M), the
following gives immediately [11, Theorem 2.1]. We shall recall some defini-
tions about the theory of dual algebras in section 5.
Corollary 3.3. Let T<^X{M). Suppose that (J,T,t) has property (?,,.,),
where m, n^N. Suppose ,4Gi"(J(). Assume that 0: (,AT,t)―>(JIa,<w) is a con-
tinuous, surjective,homomorphism. If the operator A possesses an m-cyclic set
Wi, ･･■, em} of vectors in JC and its adjoint operator A* has an n-cyclic set
{fu "■･, fn) of vectors in JC, then there exist invariant subspaces 31, 31 with
JHZDfn and a closed, one-to-one,linear transformation X: 3){X)―>JMQ32 such that
(a) the linear manifold <D(X) is dense in Ji and contains {eu ■■■, em＼,
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(b) the range 3l(X) of X is dense JH.Q71,
(c) T3lemXz=X<P(T)z> for all z^g){X), and
(d) {/,}?=1CiR(**).
Proof. It follows from Theorem 3.2 that there exist invariant subspaces
JM, 71 with JMZ372 and a closed, one-to-one, linear transformation X: S){X)-^
JM0.72 such that (a),(b),(c) and (d) in Theorem 3.3. In particular, note from
the proof of Theorem 3.2 that
(3.i7) ^i)=[jA]r=1e([Jiei]r=,e[J5/i]^i).
But since A possesses an m-cyclic set {eu ･■･,em} and A* possesses an n-cyclic
set {/i, ･･･,fn}, we have
(3.18 cX = [^ei]r=1 = [u45/J]?=1.
Hence according to (3.17) and (3.18) we have 3){X)= JC and 3i(X) = 3tQm.
Furthermore, since PTPXz=XQO(T)Qz for z&3)(X), where P and Q are pro-
jections in Theorem 3.2,it is easy to show that TjHe-jiXz―X0(T)z for all ze
3){X). Hence the proof is complete.
4. Properties(tun) and dilationtheorems.
The following theorem is a generalizationof [13, Theorem 11].
Theorem 4.1. Suppose that Ji is a unital subalgebra of £{M). Then J, has
property (a)Um) for m<=N if and only if for every n^N and every pair x, yp^
M(mn), l<p^m, there exist M, ffteLaLi with JldJM and a linear transformation
X: $(X)^<3lQm such that
(a) PAPXQx=XQA(mn)Qx, for any A(EJ., where Q is the orthogonal pro-
jection onto [Jlimn)x^Q([Jllmn)xl<3[_Jl<mn)*yp']Z=1),and P is the orthogonal projec-
tion onto MQJl,
(b) 3){X) is dense in [J(mn)iC0(M(mn)x]0[^(m")*}>P] =i),
(c) SL(X) is dense in 3iQm, and
(d) {yp}U^&(X*)-
Proof. Suppose that J.CX{M) has property (a>1>m). If we define 0:
(Jl,(o)->(Jl(mn＼≪) by $(T) = T(mn＼ then it is easy to show that 0 is a home-
omorphic algebra isomorphism. Then 0 satisfies the hypothesis in Theoroem
3.2. Hence we can use Theorem 3.2. Since 0 preserves the identity operator,
applying (3.13) we have that PAPXQx=XQ0(A)Qx for A&J. And (b),(c)
and (d) are obvious by Theorem 3.2 (b),(c) and (d).
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Conversely, given a system of weakly continuous forms {0p}iSpSm on Jl,
by [5, Proposition 1.7] there exist xpl), xp2＼ ･･･, xpn) and y$＼ y$＼ ■･･,ylpn)in
M such that
(4.1)
Let us set
$P(A)=^U(Ax≪＼ yf)
(4.2a) x=(xi≫
and
(4.2b)
for all A<=J..
r(re) ... r(l) r(2) ... rU) r(l) r(ra)＼
A 1 > > A v > x p > > A p > > x m , '" > x m )
3/p=(01_:_i_0, y
n(p-l)
yf y{Pn), o, ･･･, 0)
in S(imn). Then we have
(4.3) <f>p(A)=(A<mn>x, yp).
By the hypothesis, note that there exists a linear transformation X satisfying
(a),(b),(c) and (d). Let x'―XQx and choose y'p such that yp=X*y'p> l^p<m.
Then it follows from Lemma 3.1 and (4.3) that for l<S/><Sm we have
(4.4) <pp(A)=(A'm'^x, yp) by (4.3)
=(QA(mn)Qx, yp) by Lemma 3.1
= (XQA{mn)Qx, yp)
={PAPXQx, yp)
=(PAPx', y'p)
=(APx>, Py'p).
Hence J. has property (o>1-m)and the proof is complete.
For a unital subalgebra JKZX(M), we write c# = 20f=n#* and ^SR^,,
where Mx ―M and At=A^Jl, l^f<co. And we denote <J= {A : AgJ).
Theorem 4.2. Assume that J. is a unital subalgebra of £(M). Suppose
mG:N. Then JL has property (o>*m) if and only if for every x, jp£j(m), 1<S
p^m, there exist JM, 32eLat^i with 'Jld3l and a linear transformation X: 3){X)
->3tQm such that
(a) PAPXQx=XQA(m)Qx, for A^J., where Q is the orthogonal projection
onto [ci(m)x]0([d(m)x]0[c_i(m)*5v] =1) and P is the orthogonal projection onto
(b) R{X) is dense in iJ. x]Q([J. yP]Q[J. *y^x),
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(c) &(X) is dense in MQJls and
(d) {yp}Z=1Cl<R(X*).
Proof. Suppose that J. has property (o>*m). Note that 0 :(J.,a>*)->(ci,(o)
defined by &(A)=A is a homeomorphic algebra isomorphism. Since 0 satisfies
the hypothesis in Theroem 3.2,it holds.
Conversely, given a system of weak*-continuous forms {^}1SpS,;l, there
exist x^＼ xf＼ ■■■and y^＼ y^, ■■■in M such that
(4.5a) 0P(A)=^U(Ax%＼ yp), for A^Jl
with
(4.5b)
We now set
(4.6a)
and
(4.6b)
s
i = l ||x^)|i2<oo and Sr-ill^ll^00
X ( Y^
yP
=(0, ･･･, 0
(p-1)
y? 0, ･･■ , 0,
(m-l)
v(2)
r(2)
■■■)
a
_^_0,
y(p3＼0, ■･■)
(m-l)
for l<^p<,m. Then it is not difficultto show that 6p{A)={Ax, yp) for l^p^m.
Hence it follows from the hypothesis that for x and yp, ＼<p<=m, there exists
a linear transformation X satisfying (a),(b),(c) and (d). Let x'=XQx and
choose y'p such that yp=X*y'P) l^p<?m. Then by the method of (4.4) we can
prove that <j>p{A)= (APx', Py'p) for l^Lp^m, A(E^A. Hence Jl has property
(0*1 m) and the proof is complete.
5. Applications to dual operator algebras.
Let D be the open unit disc in the complex plane C and let T be the
boundary of D. The space LP = LP(T), l^p^c°, is the usual Lebesgue func-
tion space relative to normalized Lebesgue measure on T. In particular, we
denote by HP = HP(T), l^p^°°, the Hardy space. Throughout this section M
is an infinitedimensional separable, complex Hilbert space. A contration Tg
£(M) (i.e., jjTII^l) is absolutely continuous if in the canonical decomposition
T = 7＼0T2, where 7＼is a unitary operator and T2 is a completely nonunitary
contraction, 1＼ is either absolutely continuous or acts on the space (0)(cf. [14]).
Let T be an absolutely continuous contration in £{M) and let {J-t, <*>*)be
the dual algebra generated by T. Then it follows from Foias-Sz.-Nagy func-
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tional calculus [5, Theorem 4.1] that there is an algebra homomorphism 0 :
H~^{JlT, g)*) defined by 0(f)=f(T) for every / in H". The mapping 0 is
norm-decreasing weak*-continuous and the range of 0 is weak*-dense in J.T.
Recall that A=A(JK) is the class of all absolutely continuous contractions T
in £(M) for which 0 is an isometry. If m and n are any cardinal numbers
such that l5gm, n^>^0, we write Am,n=Am,n(M) for the set of all T in A(M)
such that the singly generated dual algebra (J.T,<*>*)has property (<y^,n)(cf.[5]).
For T^A and any nonnegative integer n, we define a linear functional
(5.1a) C(Tn):(JlT,a)*)―> C
by
(5.1b) C!tn)h(T)=fi(n) for every /ie//°°,
where /?(≪)is the n-th Fourier coefficientof h (cf. [8]).
Lemma 5.1. // Tei, ?/2enClTn)is a a>*-continuous form on (<JT,&>*) with
||Crn)ll=l for any nonnegative integer n.
Proof. Note that JlT={h(T)＼h(EH°°}. Let ha(T) be a net in Jr converg-
ing to h(T) under the <w*-topology on £(M). Since T^A, it is obvious that
]＼ha―h＼＼oo―>0. Hence we have that ＼ha{n)―h(n)＼―>0 for any nonnegative
integer n.
Moreover, by the definitionof the Fourier coefficientof /?e//°°,it follows
easily that ||C£.n)||=l.
Theorem 5.2. Suppose thatTgIb.^I), l^n^^0≫ and T has a cyclicvector
in M. Then there exist semi-invariant subspaces X and JC* for T and T* (res-
pectively) with dim JC2>n and a closed, one-to-one,linear transformation X: S)(X)
-->JCsuch that
(a) 3){X) is dense in Jf,
(b) 3l(X) is dense in JC*, and
(c) T*kJ(z=XTjcz for any z^R(X).
Proof. If we define R: J.Tit-J^LT by h(T*)^->h(T) for any /i£i/K,then
@ = 0T°@ri is a weak*-continuous isometricisomorphism. Note that T*^AUn.
And consider co*-continuouslinear form CfV, Q^i<n (see Lemma 5.1). Then
there existz,ijt0^j<n, in M such that
(5.2)
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Let J( = [,AT*z'] and let x be a cyclic vector for T. Then J{ = [Jrx]0([cirx]c
[_J.t*z]) is a semi-invariant subspace for T. Moreover, we have
(5.3) (T*kz, tj)=(T*kz, Pjctj) for k=0, 1, ･･■,0^/<n
which implies that
(5.4) z<S>t.j=z<S>Pj{tj on JlT*.
For a simple notation, let us set tj=Pjcij. Then by (5.2) and (5.4) we have
(5.5) C$=z<g>ij on Jr*.
Hence by (5.5) and (5.1b) we have
(5.6) (T*k +lz, £0)= C&>(T** +1)=0 for fc=0, 1, ･･-.
So (f(T*)z, (T＼JC)io)=O for all /e//°°. Since {/(T*)2| /e//°°} is dense in Jf,
(T|JO?0=0. Also
(5.7) (T*mz, (T| Jf)^)=(T*m +1e,ij)=C$(T*m+1)
f 1, if ;=m + l
i 0, otherwise.
So (T| JOfo^O. Continuing this process, we obtain a strictly increasing set-
sequence {Ker(T |Jif) "=1 of subsets in J(. Hence it implies that dimJC^n.
To use Theorem 4.1, consider x, z^M. Then there exist 3i, 32eLat(T)
with 7KZJM and a closed, one-to-one, linear transformation X: ^(A) ―≫JM c VI
such that ^)(Z) is dense in [<JT*z']= J{ and &(X) is dense in 3tQV2. Put c^c
m =
<K*.
Then by Theorem 4.1 it is obvious that T*KJtz=XT＼kZ for any zg
jS)(X). Hence the proof is complete.
Remark. Applying Theorem 4.2, we can obtain a characterization of
memberships for the classes AUn.
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